Letterboxer

Complete the five steps to earn your Letterboxer Badge.

1. **Get started with letterboxing:** Start thinking about good hiding places. Imagine you are making a letterboxing challenge in your house. Draw a map of your house and draw 10 great hiding spots where you could put your letterbox.

2. **Find your own stamp:** Watch the attached video to learn how to make a stamp.

3. **Practice solving clues:** Make your own clues or code. You can make riddles that will help people find the location of your letterbox. You can scramble the letters in your clue. You can make a secret code but provide a secret code key so someone can crack your code. Or you can draw a picture that will help someone find your letterbox.

4. **Search for a letterbox:** Check out this [website](#) to find letterboxes in your area. With the help of an adult pick a letterbox to find then go out with your letterbox stamp and note book.

5. **Make a letterbox:** Watch the attached video to learn how to make a letterbox.